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Introduction

If your company is like most, you collect vast amounts of data from customers, suppliers, and partners --

virtually everyone you interact with.  But, what happens to that data?  It should be working for you, helping you

to increase revenue, cut costs, and improve customer satisfaction.  Now, with Jasmine ODB and ReportPro, it
can.

Jasmine ODB, the leading-edge object-oriented database, enables the storage, management, and maintenance of

complex business data.  ReportPro, a leading-edge object-oriented reporting tool, enables the extraction,

dissemination, and analysis of the complex business data in the Jasmine database.  By providing a simple and

intuitive interface familiar to any user of Windows software, ReportPro enables users from the novice to the

developer to create reports and graphics using the data in the Jasmine database.

What Is ReportPro?

ReportPro is a full-featured banded report writer that allows you to create custom reports in virtually any format.

With ReportPro, you can retrieve information from a variety of data sources and then sort, filter, and group the

information as needed.

ReportPro’s data engine natively supports FoxPro 2.5, CA-Clipper, and dBASE 5 DBF and index file formats.
You can even mix these file formats in the same report.  ReportPro 3 ships with a native driver for the Jasmine

database, and the data engine can access hundreds of SQL databases via ODBC.

The data engine can handle arbitrarily complex table relationships including parent, child, grandchild, and great-

grandchild relationships.  You can even define circular relationships: a table can be related back into itself.

Tables and relationships are managed graphically, making complex queries easy to understand.

After you have specified and configured your data source, the process of creating a report is the same regardless

of which data source(s) is used.
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ReportPro’s design interface is event driven and user centric, making it easy to customize the report until the

output looks just the way you like.  Drawing objects in the report design window creates reports.  ReportPro

supports line, rectangle, ellipse, text, field, image, graph, and embedded section objects.  Report objects can be

customized with borders, shading, colors, fonts, and shadows to create professional looking reports.

Because ReportPro is a banded report writer, it provides incredible flexibility for formatting and grouping
information.  ReportPro provides a series of bands that allow you to control where and when information gets

printed on your report.

ReportPro also supports sections.  Sections are essentially sub-reports that print within the context of the main

report.  Each section contains its own set of bands and report objects.

ReportPro supports three different report types: standard listing reports, columnar/label reports, and cross-tab

reports.  Each report has a dedicated wizard that allows you to easily specify the information necessary to create

a report.

And finally, ReportPro comes with a royalty-free runtime DLL and ActiveX control that developers can use to

print, preview, and export reports created with the ReportPro designer.  The runtime DLL allows the developer

to specify, at runtime, numerous attributes that affect the output of the report.  For example, a developer can

easily specify filtering and sorting, set the captions and messages of dialogs, and even set the values of user-

defined variables.

Using Jasmine Data Sources

Because the Jasmine database is not table oriented, the process of building a report that uses Jasmine data differs

slightly from that of building reports that use SQL or DBF data sources.  To create a report that uses data from a

Jasmine database, you must first define an ODQL query that returns a result set to ReportPro.  Even if you are

not familiar with the ODQL language syntax, the process of creating a query is simple using the ReportPro

ODQL query builder.

Choosing the Jasmine Database driver from the Database Drivers dialog is the first step in creating a Jasmine

based report.

Logging into Jasmine

After you select the Jasmine Database driver, another dialog window will appear allowing you to specify which

Jasmine database you wish to connect to.  The Connect to Jasmine Database dialog also contains controls to

allow you to specify your user name, password, and environment file.
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The Jasmine client DLL uses the environment file to retrieve configuration options.  For more information on the

Jasmine environment file, please see your Jasmine documentation.

If you are connecting to a local Jasmine database that is running on the same machine as ReportPro, you can

simply press the OK button and ReportPro will automatically connect to it.  If ReportPro cannot connect to the

database that you specify, an error message is displayed.

Tech Tip: The Jasmine database must be running before attempting to connect to it.

Building the Jasmine Query

After you successfully connect to the Jasmine database, the Jasmine Query Builder and Jasmine  Property
Inspector dialogs are displayed.  The Jasmine Query Builder and Jasmine Property Inspector dialogs work

together to assist you in creating the ODQL query that ReportPro uses to extract information from the Jasmine
database.

Jasmine Query Builder

The Jasmine Query Builder contains several tabs.  Each tab allows you to access a particular portion of the

query.
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Jasmine Query Builder - Query Tab

The Query tab (shown above) displays ReportPro’s interpretation of the ODQL statement that you are building.

It is a simplified version of what is actually sent to the Jasmine database server.  The process of defining a query

consists of specifying which object properties you wish to include in your report, identifying which Jasmine

class the properties come from, and specifying a filtering condition.

ReportPro provides a Jasmine Property Inspector to assist you in creating your ODQL statement, but if desired,

you can also build the ODQL statement manually.  To add, edit, or delete properties and methods from your

query, right-click the Select edit control in the top half of the Query tab and select the appropriate option from

the menu that is displayed.

When you select the Add or Edit menu option, the Jasmine Field Configuration dialog is displayed.

Jasmine Field Configuration Dialog

This dialog allows you to specify information about the property or method that you wish to use to retrieve
information from the Jasmine database.
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The dialog contains several controls that are detailed in the table below.

Control Description

ODQL Expression The expression that is included in the ODQL statement.  It must be a valid ODQL statement.
ReportPro does not test the validity of this statement.  If the statement is not valid, then the Jasmine
server will generate an error that will be reported back to you.

ReportPro Name The name of the field as it is displayed in the ReportPro expression builder.

Select From The class that the property or method belongs to.  This value is used to build the From clause
portion of the ODQL query.

Return Type The data type returned by the ODQL expression.

Length The length of the return type in bytes.  The field cannot be edited for some data types.

Decimals The number of decimals in the return type.  This edit is disabled for all data types except Decimal.

Is a Collection This check box indicates that the ODQL expression returns a collection.

Collection Options Click this button to display a dialog to allow you to select custom collection options (see discussion
below).

Normally, the ODQL query you build returns atomic data types like strings, integers, dates, or bitmaps.  These

data types can be processed directly by ReportPro.  It is possible, however, to create a query that returns a

collection of these data types.  A collection requires additional processing before the elements of the collection
can be used in a report.

Jasmine Collection Options Dialog

ReportPro provides several options for processing collections.  The Collection Options dialog (shown below)

allows you to identify the type of collection returned by the ODQL expression as well as how you want to

process it.  This dialog is presented when you select a property in the Jasmine Property Inspector that returns a

collection and also click the Collection Options button in the Jasmine Field Configuration dialog.
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The purpose of each control on the dialog is identified in the table below.

Control Description

Collection Type This control allows you to specify the type of collection returned by the ODQL expression.  This
control is disabled when you select an item from the Jasmine Property Inspector as the Property
Inspector has sufficient information to determine the collection type.

Elements This control allows you to specify the number of elements in a fixed length collection.  This control
only applies to ARRAY type collections and is disabled for all other types.

Processing

Option

These radio buttons allow you to specify how the collection is processed.  Most of the options create

a list of all elements in the collection.  Each element is converted to a string data type and delimited
with either a return, comma, or semicolon character.  The entire collection is then displayed as a
single string.

The Return element # option is a unique option that allows you to display a single item from the
collection.  When you select this option, you must also specify the element number you wish to
display.  If during reporting, the element doesn’t exist, a NIL is returned.

Jasmine Query Builder - Pre and Post Execute Tabs

The Pre- and Post-Execute tabs of the Jasmine Query Builder allow you to specify ODQL statements that are

executed just before and immediately after the Jasmine query is executed.  This feature is provided for those

special cases when you need to execute ODQL statements to prepare data for the query.

ReportPro does not validate or modify these statements in any way.  If the syntax you enter here is incorrect, the

Jasmine server will report an error message that will be displayed by ReportPro when the query is executed.
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Jasmine Query Builder - Parameters Tab

The Parameters tab of the Jasmine Query Builder allows you to define parameters that are placeholders for

values that are substituted into the Where clause of the ODQL statement right before the query is executed.   This

feature is primarily useful when you are building a report to use with ReportPro’s runtime engine and need to

modify the ODQL statement based on user input from your application.  Parameters can also play an important
role when you are developing a report that has triggered sections.

The figure below shows the Parameters tab with one parameter defined.  Each parameter has a name that is

shown in the first column and an expression that is evaluated to get the value that is substituted into the ODQL

statement.

To create a new parameter, click the  button in the lower right corner, and ReportPro will add another row to

the parameter list. ReportPro defaults the parameter name to “PX” where X is the number of the parameter in the

list.  You can rename the parameter by clicking on the parameter name and typing in the desired name.

After you have named your parameter, the next step is to specify its expression.  It is important to note that the

expression is a ReportPro expression and as a result must be specified in ReportPro syntax, not ODQL syntax.

This expression is executed locally by the ReportPro engine before the ODQL query is sent to the Jasmine

server.  In the upper right corner of the expression column is a small button, which when clicked, displays

ReportPro’s Expression Builder.  It is recommended that you use the Expression Builder to generate the

expression, as it is easier to test the syntax to ensure that it is correct.

Once you have defined a parameter, you can use it as part of the ODQL Where clause by delimiting the
parameter name with the % character.  For example:

CAStore::Customer.name == %P1%

If you wish to delete a parameter, simply highlight the desired row and click the  button.
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Jasmine Query Builder - ODQL Tab

The ODQL tab of the Jasmine Query Builder displays the actual ODQL statement that is sent to the Jasmine

server (including the Pre-Execute and Post-Execute ODQL statements).  This tab is used primarily to debug your

query when required.  The contents of this tab are read-only and cannot be modified.

Another useful feature of the Jasmine Query Builder is the Test button.  The Test button submits the ODQL

statement to the Jasmine server and reports the result back to you.  If there is an error in the ODQL statement,

ReportPro will display the error message returned by the Jasmine server.

Once you have defined the ODQL query, press the OK button on the Jasmine Query Builder dialog and

ReportPro will display the report work window where you can build the actual report.  If you wish to modify the

ODQL query at a later time, you can do so from the Section Configuration dialog.  While in the Section
Configuration dialog, right click the Jasmine Query object and select the Edit Query menu option.
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Jasmine Property Inspector

The Jasmine Property Inspector simplifies the process of creating an ODQL query by allowing you to view

Jasmine class properties and to easily add these properties to the ODQL query.

 

When the Property Inspector is initially displayed, it contains a single item that represents the Jasmine database

that you are connected to.  When you double-click on items in the Property Inspector, subclasses and/or

properties of that item are displayed.  For example, when you double-click on the database item, the Jasmine

class families within that database are displayed.  When you double-click on a class family, the base classes of

that class family are shown.  As you double-click on items in the Property Inspector, you will be traversing down

the Jasmine database class hierarchy.
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As you move down the class hierarchy, you will notice that some classes have a small  icon that appears to the

left of the class name.  This icon indicates that there are properties on that class which can be included in the

query.  To view the properties of a class, click on the  icon.  After the properties are displayed, the icon will

change to .  To hide the displayed properties, click the icon again.

In the previous figure, the Property Inspector is displaying the class family CAStore, the base class
CAComposite, and several subclasses.  Also displayed are the properties of the Customer class.

When you identify a property that you want included in your query, you can either double-click the property or

press the +Select button at the bottom of the property inspector.  Either action will add the property to the query.

The +Where button will copy the selected property to the Where clause edit control of the Jasmine Query

Builder.

As you add class properties to your query, ReportPro will automatically maintain the From clause portion of

your ODQL query.

You can temporarily hide the Jasmine Property Inspector by clicking the  button in the upper right corner of

the Jasmine Property Inspector.  Once hidden, you can redisplay the Jasmine Property Inspector by clicking the

Show Property Inspector button on the Jasmine Query Builder.

Setting Jasmine Query Properties

If you create reports that use the Jasmine database, you will occasionally need to modify the ODQL query that

ReportPro uses to retrieve information from the database.  You may also need to change your database login or

perhaps even delete a Jasmine query.  As with all other data sources, Jasmine queries are configured via

ReportPro’s Section Properties dialog.

The figure above shows a single section report that uses a Jasmine query as its data source.  The  icon
represents the Jasmine query, since the query appears as a single table to ReportPro.  Configuration options for
the Jasmine query are available via a pop-up menu that is activated by clicking the right mouse button over the

query icon.  Each of these options is discussed below.
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Login

This option allows you to specify a different login to use when connecting to the Jasmine server.  By default,

ReportPro saves the login you used when you first connected to the server.  You can change the login via this

option should your user name change or password expire.  When you select this option, you are presented with a

dialog where you can specify your login information.

The specified user ID and password will be used to connect to the server the next time the report is opened.  The

current connection remains unchanged.

Edit Query

This option allows you to access the Jasmine Query Builder dialog, where you can create or modify the ODQL

statement that is used to extract information from the Jasmine database.  The result of the query is used by

ReportPro to generate the report.

Delete Item

This option deletes the selected Jasmine query.

Integrating ReportPro into Your Application

The Runtime API

The ReportPro runtime allows you to integrate reports created with the ReportPro designer into your application.
The basic concept for using the runtime is to design your reports using the stand-alone ReportPro designer and

then use the runtime from your application to print, preview, and export your reports.

The process of integrating the runtime into your application varies depending on which language and class

library you used to develop your application.  Developers that use ClassMate are provided a class library, which

uses the runtime DLLs directly.  All other developers must use ReportPro’s ActiveX interface.
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The ReportPro API makes it easy to extract information from a report and also to set the many report attributes.

Both the ActiveX control and the ClassMate class library expose sixteen methods that provide access to the

report’s attributes.  Eight of these methods are used to retrieve attributes and the other eight are used to set

attributes.  The methods are grouped by the area of the report that they apply to.  For example, there are methods

to set report level attributes as well as methods to set the attributes of sections and tables in the report.

Report Level methods:

GetReportIntAttribute

GetReportStringAttribute

SetReportIntAttribute

SetReportStringAttribute

Section Level methods:

GetSectionIntAttribute

GetSectionStringAttribute

SetSectionIntAttribute

SetSectionStringAttribute

Table Level methods:

GetTableIntAttribute

GetTableStringAttribute

SetTableIntAttribute

SetTableStringAttribute

Variable Level methods:

GetVariableStringAttribute

GetVariableValue

SetVariableStringAttribute

SetVariableValue

Each of these methods can retrieve or set multiple properties.
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Conclusion

In order for your organization to take advantage of the valuable business data stored in the Jasmine database, you

need to have a tool that enables the extraction, dissemination, and analysis of the data.  The ReportPro

functionality enables you to accomplish this goal with a minimum of effort.  It also enables your organization to

take advantage of its functionality in your development environment of choice through its industry standard
ActiveX runtime interface.  This gives your organization the best of all possible options, Jasmine ODB for data

storage, your tool of choice for application development, and finally ReportPro for data presentation.
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